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(*1)Although we can judge someone( people)(*2) by outside appearance to some extent, we

must not judge them by merely their figures( looks)(*3). It keeps man( us)(*4) from thinking

about(
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) other’s( other people’s / others’)(*5) feeling, way of thinking, and their background.

For example, when you( we)(*4) see someone( people)(*2) having luxuries, you( we)(*4)

may think he or she( they)(*2-1) gets happy life( lead a happy life)(*6). (*7)Because of prejudice
the rich did not have experience they can not stand. It is so( too)(*8) soon to judge like this.
They may be too busy to eat with their family. Contrary to it,(

) the poor may be happy in spite

of their bad image. They may be glad to spend much time on their hobby.
Alghouth(

Although()) man(

we)(*4) can not fully(*9) understand the other’s(

people’s / others’)(*5) feeling, we have to try to understand or admit them.

other

Therefore it is

necessary to judge somebody( people)(*2)by not one element but various one( not one but various
elements)(*10), such as behavior, words they use, knowledge, and so on. (*11)However of course
we have to pay attention to our appearance. Because it is one of factors somebody judge us. For
instance, if I wear dirty clothes, it is natural to be disliked or hesitated to get along.
(*12)Therefore I disagree with judging a person by external appearance.
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(*5)other’s JK1Bother people’s 9 others’(c,;bV-YV<L their/them
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(*12)Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “One should never

judge ”1oB;R#O>]N9?<LI agree with the statement that one

should never +V(")~1B%O>1 disagree +V ¡mO>;,Vi
=¢£¤¥¦]M)78§#¨1X>;,V%V(*+,BS(©V92)+

agree, disagree +VT`FTherefore, I believe that we must not judge"U;RªV#%+
1;bVB
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